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ABSTRACT

1.

We investigate the remote memory references (RMRs) complexity
of deterministic processes that communicate by reading and writing shared memory in asynchronous cache-coherent and distributed
shared-memory multiprocessors.
We define a class of algorithms that we call order encoding. By
applying information-theoretic arguments, we prove that every order encoding algorithm, shared by n processes, has an execution
that incurs Ω(n log n) RMRs. From this we derive the same lower
bound for the mutual exclusion, bounded counter and store/collect
synchronization problems. The bounds we obtain for these problems
are tight. It follows from the results of [10] that our lower bounds
hold also for algorithms that can use comparison primitives and loadlinked/store-conditional in addition to reads and writes. Our mutual
exclusion lower bound proves a longstanding conjecture of Anderson and Kim.

The memory hierarchy in shared-memory multi-processor systems places some of the memory locally, while the rest of the memory is remote, e.g., in other processing units or in dedicated storage.
For example, in cache-coherent (CC) systems, each processor maintains local copies of shared variables in its cache; the consistency
of copies in different caches is ensured by a coherence protocol. At
any given time, a variable is local to a process if the coherence protocol guarantees that the corresponding cache contains an up-to-date
copy of the variable, and is remote otherwise. In distributed sharedmemory (DSM) systems, on the other hand, each shared variable is
permanently locally accessible to a single processor and remote to
all other processors.
References to remote memory are orders of magnitude slower
than accesses to the local memory module; they generate traffic on
the processor-to-memory interconnect, which can be a bottleneck
and cause further slow-down. For these reasons, the performance
of many algorithms for shared memory multiprocessor systems depends critically on the number of references to remote memory they
generate [7, 14].
The remote memory references complexity measure, abbreviated
RMR cost, charges an algorithm with one unit for each access of
remote memory, namely, reading from or writing to memory locations that do not reside locally at the process; writing, reading or
even spinning on a memory location that is locally available is considered free. The RMR cost is considered to accurately predict the
actual performance of a concurrent algorithms deployed in a multiprocessing system.
The familiar way to measure time complexity, by counting the total number of shared memory accesses, regardless of whether they
are local or remote, is inadequate for blocking problems such as mutual exclusion: For such problems, a process may perform an unbounded number of memory accesses while performing a local spin
loop, waiting for another process [1]. Instead, recent mutual exclusion work mostly uses the RMR cost to evaluate algorithms (see,
e.g., [2, 5, 6, 13]).
We prove tight lower bounds on the RMR cost of key synchronization problems—mutual exclusion, bounded counters, and
store/collect.
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ing algorithms. Roughly speaking, an algorithm is order encoding
if, for each of its executions E, the order in which the operations that
were performed in E “took effect” can be determined based on the
state of the shared memory after E terminates.
Our key technical result (Theorems 1 and 9) establishes that every n-process order encoding algorithm has an execution that incurs
Ω(n log n) RMRs. To prove this, we construct a set E of n! stylized

executions of the order encoding algorithm. The set E has the properties that (a) different executions of E result in different sharedmemory states, and (b) each execution E ∈ E can be represented
by a bit-string whose length is bounded from above (up to a constant
factor) by the total number of RMRs performed in E. Since |E | = n!,
a simple information theoretic argument shows that the RMR cost of
at least one of the executions of E is Ω(n log n).
The reader may wonder whether an algorithm implementing one
of the problems we consider, e.g. a mutual exclusion algorithm,
must be order encoding: an execution of a mutual exclusion algorithm does not necessarily record the order of its operations in shared
memory! Indeed, we do not argue directly about the algorithms for
the problems we consider. Rather, we present “wrappers” to obtain
corresponding order encoding algorithms.
The mutual exclusion problem is at the core of distributed computing theory [16]. Using the technique described above, we prove a
lower bound of Ω(n log n) RMRs on any implementation of mutual
exclusion from reads and writes (Theorem 11). This bound, as well
as all other bounds we present, holds for both the CC and the DSM
models. This result confirms a longstanding conjecture of Anderson
and Kim [4]. We then prove a similar result for bounded counters
(Theorem 13) and for store/collect objects (Theorem 15).
In [10] it is proven that any CC or DSM algorithm using read and
write operations, load-linked/store-conditional (LL/SC), and comparison primitives, can be simulated by an algorithm that uses only
read and write operations, with just a constant blowup in the RMR
complexity. It follows that the lower bounds hold also if the algorithms can use comparison primitives and LL/SC in addition to reads
and writes.

Related Work. Considerable research has focused on proving
RMR bounds for the mutual exclusion problem. Anderson and Yang
presented an O(log n) RMRs mutual exclusion algorithm [17]. Our
results establish that this is the best possible. Anderson and Kim
proved a lower bound of Ω(log n/ log log n) on the RMR complexity
of mutual exclusion algorithms that use reads and writes only [2],
improving on a previous lower bound of Ω(log log n/ log log log n)
obtained by Cypher [8].
Fan and Lynch [9] proved an Ω(n log n) lower bound on the state
change cost of mutual exclusion. This does not imply a corresponding RMR lower bound for either the CC or the DSM models. Nevertheless, their technique introduced several novel ideas, which our
technique borrows and extends.
For lack of space, we refer the interested reader to [3] for a comprehensive discussion of RMR upper and lower bounds.

2.

MODEL

Our model of computation is based on [12]. A concurrent system models an asynchronous shared memory system where n deterministic processes communicate by executing operations on shared
variables.
Each process is a sequential execution path that performs a sequence of steps, each of which invokes a single operation on a single variable and receives a corresponding response. The operations
allowed in our model are read, write, comparison primitives [2, 10]
(a.k.a. conditional operations) and load-linked/store-conditional. If
step σ invokes an operation on variable v we say that σ accesses v.
A variable that supports the read and write operations only is called
a register.
In this paper we consider the cache-coherent (CC) and the distributed shared-memory (DSM) computation models. Each processor in a CC machine maintains local copies of shared variables inside
its cache, whose consistency is ensured by a coherence protocol. At

any given time a variable is remote to a processor if the corresponding cache does not contain an up-to-date copy of the variable.
Our lower bounds apply to both families of CC coherence algorithms: write-through and write-back [15]. Quoting from [10]: “In a
write-through protocol, to read a register R a process p must have a
(valid) cached copy of R. If it does, p reads that copy without causing an RMR; otherwise, p causes an RMR that creates a cached copy
of R. To write R, p causes an RMR that invalidates (i.e., effectively
deletes) all other cached copies of R and writes R to main memory.
In a write-back protocol, each cached copy is held in either
“shared” or “exclusive” mode. To read a register R, a process p
must hold a cached copy of R in either mode. If it does, p reads
that copy without causing an RMR. Otherwise, p causes an RMR
that: (a) eliminates any copy of R held in exclusive mode, typically
by downgrading the status to shared and, if the exclusive copy was
modified, writing R back to memory; and (b) creates a cached copy
of R held in shared mode. To write R, p must have a cached copy
of R held in exclusive mode. If it does, p writes that copy without
causing RMRs. Otherwise, p causes an RMR that: (a) invalidates
all other cached copies of R and writes any modified copy held in
exclusive mode back to memory; and (b) creates a cached copy of R
held in exclusive mode.”
In the DSM model, each processor owns a segment of shared
memory that can be locally accessed without traversing the
processor-to-memory interconnect. Thus, every register is (forever)
local to a single processor and remote to all others. An access of a
remote register is an RMR. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that each of the processes participating in the
algorithms we consider runs on a unique processor.
We say that a step σ by process p that accesses a variable v is
local if σ can be applied on a local copy of v, without using the
processor-to-memory interconnect. Otherwise we say that σ is a
remote memory reference (RMR).
An execution is a sequence of steps performed by processes as
they execute their algorithms. A process p is idle after an execution
E if, right after E, p is not in the midst of executing its algorithm; that
is, either p did not start performing its algorithm in E or p terminates
its algorithm in E.

3.

LOWER BOUND IN THE CC MODEL

The algorithms we consider in the following only use read and
write operations. However, by the results of [10], all our lower
bounds hold also for algorithms that can use also comparison operations and LL/SC.

3.1

Order Encoding Algorithms
and the Main Theorem

We consider a set P = {p1 , . . . , pn } of n processes, where each
process pi executes algorithm Ai . Our proof technique assumes that
the algorithms Ai may invoke the following two types of special operations, in addition to reads and writes: A record-operation, performed by pi , receives an arbitrary value as input and records it
by writing it to a register that is only accessible to pi . An orderoperation, by process pi , is a read from a register R∗i , that is only
accessible by pi . We use order-operations to determine the order in
which these operations are executed during the execution, in a way
that is made precise later. The last operation performed by each algorithm Ai is a record-operation. This is the only record-operation
performed by Ai . Ai is also required to perform the order-operation
exactly once.
We emphasize that the above special operations do not limit the
set of algorithms to which our lower bounds apply. They are only
inserted to wrapper versions of these algorithms and our technique

is applied to these wrapper versions.
Let E be the set of all executions in which each process pi either
does not participate or executes its algorithm Ai exactly once. For an
execution E ∈ E , we write pi ≺E p j if process pi executes its orderoperation in E before process p j does. If all n processes complete
their algorithms in E then ≺E is a total order. The record-vector of
an execution E is the vector ~R[E] = (γ1 , . . . , γn ), where γi is the value
recorded by process pi in its last step in E; γi is denoted Ri [E].
Let L = (q1 , . . . , qk ) be a list of distinct processes in P . The L-solo
execution, denoted Esol (L) ∈ E , is the execution in which the set of
participating processes is {q1 , . . . , qk } and, for 1 ≤ i < k, process qi
terminates its algorithm before process qi+1 executes its first step. If
L is a permutation π ∈ Sn , we simply write Lπ .
D EFINITION 1. A sequence of algorithms (A1 , . . . , An ) is called
“order encoding” if for all permutations π ∈ Sn , for all lists L =
(pπ(1) , . . . , pπ(k) ) of length k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and for all executions E in
which exactly the processes pπ(1) , . . . , pπ(k) participate and terminate, the following two properties hold:
(a) If there are 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, such that pπ( j) ≺E pπ(i) , then ~R[E] 6=
~R[Esol (L)].
(b) If Rπ(k) [E] 6= Rπ(k) [Esol (L)], then Rπ( j) [E] 6= Rπ( j) [Esol (L)],
for some j, 1 ≤ j < k.
Property (a) implies that at least one process can distinguish between an execution E and an L-solo execution E 0 if the orders ≺E
and ≺0E differ. Property (b) implies that if the last process in the
permutation L distinguishes between E and E 0 , then some earlier
process already distinguishes between them.
The intuition is the following: In an L-solo execution E, where
L = (p1 , . . . , pk ), we have pi ≺E pi+1 , for every i, 1 ≤ i < k. Moreover, if j > i, then process pi does not “know” whether or not process p j participates in E. Now consider another execution E 0 , in
which we “speed up” process pk slightly, so that it executes its orderoperation just before pk−1 does but is still “unnoticed” by processes
p1 , . . . , pk−2 . Properties (a) and (b) imply that the records of both
pk−1 and pk are different in E and E 0 . Our proof uses this property
to capture the required communication between pk−1 and pk .
Our results hold for algorithms that satisfy the following weak
progress requirement.
D EFINITION 2. An implementation (A1 , . . . , An ) satisfies weak
obstruction-freedom if for every process pi and every execution E
after which all processes other than pi are idle, if pi runs by itself
executing algorithm Ai after E then it eventually terminates.
Weak obstruction-freedom may be satisfied by an implementation regardless of whether or not it uses locks. It is easily seen that
both deadlock-freedom and obstruction-freedom [11] imply weak
obstruction-freedom. In what follows, we consider algorithms that
satisfy weak obstruction-freedom. The rest of this section is devoted
to proving the following theorem.
T HEOREM 1. Let (A1 , . . . , An ) be order encoding algorithms
that satisfy weak obstruction-freedom. Then there is an execution
E ∈ E with Ω(n log n) RMR cost.
In the following we define the concept of critical operations. The
number of critical operations performed during an execution is a
lower bound on the number of RMRs incurred during that execution.
Our proof technique encodes executions such that the code length is
proportional to the number of critical operations.

D EFINITION 3. Consider an operation σ of process p on register
R, that occurs right after some execution prefix E. If σ is a readoperation, then it is critical if p has not accessed R in E, or p has
accessed R in E, and some other process has written R since p’s last
access of R. If σ is a write-operation, then it is critical if p has not
written R in E, or if p has written R in E and some other process has
written R since p’s last write to R.
A similar notion of critical events was used by Anderson and Kim
[2]; all operations that are critical according to our definition are also
critical according to their definition (but not vice versa). A critical
operation incurs an RMR in both write-through and write-back CC
systems [2, pp. 226–227].
The general structure of our proof is the following. We construct
n! different executions, each corresponding to a permutation π ∈ Sn
and denoted Eπ . Our construction maintains the property that each
process pπ(i) does not “know” whether any processes pπ( j) , for j > i,
participate in Eπ . In that case, it is easily seen (as we prove later) that
process pπ(1) has to act exactly as it does in Esol (Lπ ) and must also
produce the same record. By an inductive argument, we show that all
processes must produce the same record in Eπ and in Esol (Lπ ). Indeed, assume that processes pπ(1) , . . . , pπ(i) produce the same record
in both executions. Process pπ(i+1) does not “know” whether any
process other than pπ(1) , . . . , pπ(i) , pπ(i+1) participates in Eπ . Hence
if it records different values in Eπ and in Esol (Lπ ) it might violate
property (b) of Definition 1. It follows that the record-vectors of Eπ
and Esol (Lπ ) are equal.
Since for each permutation π the record vectors of Eπ and Esol (Lπ )
are equal, it follows that all executions Eπ are different. We then
show that we can uniquely encode each execution Eπ and that the
bit-length of each such encoding is bounded from above (up to a
constant factor) by the total number of critical operations that are
executed during Eπ . Hence, the n! different executions Eπ lead to
n! different codes. Therefore, the total number of critical operations
in at least one of these executions is asymptotically at least the logarithm of the number of different records produced by these executions, i.e., Ω(log(n!)) = Ω(n log n). Below, we describe in detail the
structure of the executions Eπ .

3.2

Codes and their Interpretation

In this section, we define the structure of the executions Eπ , and
we define commands, such that a sequence of commands can be
interpreted as an execution.
Consider an execution E. We say that a process p loops locally
after E, if p does not terminate nor does it execute any critical operations in a solo-run that starts after E.

3.2.1

Rounds and Sub-Rounds.

In any execution Eπ , processes proceed in rounds. Each round
is composed of a sequence of 4 sub-rounds: read, early-write, latewrite, and non-critical sub-rounds. The very first sub-round is a read
sub-round, followed by an early-write, then a late-write, and finally,
a non-critical sub-round. After a round completes, the next round (if
any) starts with another read sub-round, and so on.
The idea is that critical operations occur in one of the first three
sub-rounds. If the critical operation is a read, then it occurs in the
read sub-round, and if it is a write, it occurs in one of the write
sub-rounds. The two different types of write sub-rounds allows to
control which of the writes may become “visible” in the sense that
they are not overwritten before some other process may read what
was written. The executions we construct guarantee that whenever a
process writes to a register in the early-write round, then some other
process writes to the same register in the late-write round. Hence,
writes in the early-write rounds are always “invisible”.

Each process may or may not wait during a round. If it waits,
then it does not execute any steps in any of the four sub-rounds of
the round. If it does not wait, it may execute at most one single step
during the read, early-write, and late-write sub-rounds altogether,
and then it may execute additional steps during the non-critical subround.
Now consider a round, and let P ⊆ P be the set of processes participating in that round. For process p ∈ P, let σ p be the operation
p is about to perform. Formally, σ p is a pair (op, reg), where op
is either “read” or “write”, and reg identifies the register on which
this operation operates. Let λ p ∈ {“critical”,“non-critical”} denote
whether σ p would be a critical operation, if it were executed as the
first operation of the next round. Note that although λ p may be “noncritical”, σ p may be critical when p actually executes it, because by
that time some other process may have already accessed the register
which σ p accesses (our construction guarantees that this does not
occur). On the other hand, from Definition 3, if λ p =“critical” then
σ p is guaranteed to be a critical operation when p performs it.
Let P0 = {p ∈ P|λ p = “critical”}. During the first three subrounds of a round (namely, the read, early-write, and late-write subrounds) each of the processes in P0 performs its operation σ p . No
other operations are performed during these three sub-rounds. Those
processes p ∈ P0 for which σ p is a read-operation execute that operation in the read sub-round. We let these processes perform their read
steps in increasing order of process IDs. After the read sub-round,
those processes p ∈ P0 for which σ p is a write-operation perform
their writes. Some of these writes will be designated as early writes,
and these will be performed in the early-write sub-round in increasing process ID order. The remaining writes are late writes and will
be performed in the late-write sub-round, in increasing process ID
order. As we prove later, the early writes performed in each round
are overwritten by the late writes of that round.
The final sub-round is the non-critical sub-round, in which we
schedule each of the remaining processes of P0 in increasing order
of their ID. We let each such process p perform steps in the noncritical sub-round only if it is not about to loop locally.1 In this case,
we let p run solo until it is either about to perform a critical operation
or until it terminates.
Order-operations play a special role by forcing processes to deviate from the round-scheme described above. A process p that executes its order-operation continues to run solo until it terminates.
We prove that, in the executions we consider below, p cannot loop
locally in such a solo run.

3.2.2

Commands

We associate a sequence si of commands with each process pi
such that a list s1 , . . . , sn of command sequences determines an execution Eπ . Each command is associated with a specific round of
Eπ , in which it becomes effective. It may then remain effective during some of the following rounds, until it ceases to be effective after
some round.
Two types of commands exist: Wait commands and Participate
commands. A Participate command indicates that the process will
participate in the round in which the command becomes effective.
The Participate command receives a single argument. If the process’
first operation in that round is a critical write, then the argument
indicates whether the write step is scheduled in the early-write or in
1 If the algorithms are finite-state, then it can be determined by simulation whether a process will loop locally or not. We do not assume
that, however. Thus, if the algorithms are infinite-state, then our
proof is existential rather than constructive. In this case our proof
assumes the existence of an oracle that determines whether or not a
process will loop locally starting from a certain point.

the late-write sub-round. If the first operation of the process is not
a critical write, then the argument is ignored. Thus, the Participatecommands are (1) Participate(late), and (2) Participate(early).
A Wait command indicates that the process should wait in the
round in which the command becomes effective. The process may
have to wait also in some of the following rounds. Thus, once the
Wait command becomes effective, it may remain effective in a few
additional rounds.
We now describe the Wait commands in detail and explain how
we determine how long they remain effective. Consider a Wait command of process p that becomes effective in round i. Let R be the
register that is about to be accessed by p’s next operation.
1. Wait(next late-write): This command remains effective until
(and including) the first round j ≥ i, such that in round j + 1
some process (other than p) will write to R in the late-write
sub-round.
2. Wait(reader/writer termination): This command remains effective until (and including) the first round j > i, in which one
of the processes that access (read or write) R during a round
i0 ∈ {i + 1, . . . , j} terminates.
Roughly speaking, Wait commands are used as follows. The first
type of Wait commands is used for “hiding” a critical write by process p. If process p is about to perform a critical write to register R
and this register is later written by an “earlier” process q (i.e., q ≺ p)
whose write is not “hidden”, then a Wait(next-write) command will
make sure that p’s write will be scheduled as an early write in the
same round in which q writes to R. Thus p’s early write will be
overwritten by q’s late write.
Hiding critical writes is not always possible and the second type
of Wait commands is used in such situations. If process p is
about to write to a register that is read later in the execution by an
“earlier” process q, and if p’s write cannot be “hidden”, then the
Wait(reader/writer termination) command is used to make sure that
p waits until q terminates before it is allowed to perform its critical
write. This way we can eliminate information flow from p to “earlier” processes. Another situation, where we use this second type of
Wait command is the following: If R is local to process q at the time
when p writes to R, then p’s write operation changes the locality of
R. Hence, q’s next write operation on R would now become a critical operation. The way we encode the commands, we have to be
sure that the “criticality” of q’s operation is not affected by “later”
processes. We ensure this, by letting p wait until q’s execution is
finished.

3.2.3

The Interpretation of Commands

We now describe how command sequences uniquely specify executions. An execution E = C(s1 , . . . , sn ), described by the command
sequences s1 , . . . , sn , is determined as follows.
Assume for some z ≥ 1, that the first z − 1 rounds of execution E
have been determined and let E 0 denote the execution consisting of
the first z − 1 rounds (round 0 is defined to be the empty execution).
Let σ p denote p’s next step after E 0 , i.e., σ p is a pair (op, reg), where
op indicates whether the step is a read- or write-operation, and reg
identifies the register on which this operation operates. Further, let
λ p ∈ {critical, non-critical} indicate whether or not σ p is critical if
it is scheduled immediately after E 0 .
For each process p, we now determine which command (if any)
will be effective in round z. The exact behavior of process p is then
uniquely determined by the structure of rounds described above and
by the following rules:
1. If a Wait command is effective in round z, then process p does
not take any steps in this round.

2. If a Participate(x) command (x ∈ {early, late}) is effective in
round z, then process p executes σ p in the read sub-round
if it is a read-operation, and otherwise it executes σ p in the
x-write sub-round. It also executes non-critical steps in the
non-critical sub-round (as described in Section 3.2.1), unless
it is about to loop locally.
3. If no command is effective in round z, then process p executes only non-critical steps in the non-critical sub-round (as
described in Section 3.2.1), unless it is about to loop locally.
Hence, to establish the uniqueness of the execution specification,
it suffices to show how to determine which command (if any) is effective in each round. Let c0p denote the last command of p that
became effective in E 0 (if such a command exists), and let c p denote the command following c0p in p’s sequence of commands (if it
exists). If c0p and c p do not exist, then no command is effective in
round z.
In round z, command c0p may either remain effective or it may
cease to be effective before round z starts. Even if c0p ceases to be
effective (or does not exist), c p might not become effective in round
z. In fact, c p becomes effective in round z if and only if c0p ceased to
be effective before the start of round z and if λ p = critical.
It remains to describe how to decide whether c0p ceases to be effective right after round z − 1, or whether it remains effective during
round z. If c0p is a Wait(reader/writer termination) command that was
effective in round z−1 then it is uniquely determined by the previous
rounds whether it remains effective in round z (see the description of
the Wait commands in Section 3.2.2). It remains to consider the case
where c0p =Wait(next late-write).
Let P0 denote the set of processes p for which c0p =Wait(next latewrite) and c0p was effective in round z − 1. For all processes not in P0
it is already known, which command is effective in round z, so we
know whether a process q ∈ P − P0 writes in the late-write sub-round
of round z. Thus, we can apply the following rule:
For p ∈ P0 and σ p = (op, R), command c0p ceases to be
effective right after round z − 1, if and only if there is a
process q ∈ P−P0 that writes in the late-write sub-round
of round z to register R.

Every Wait(next late-write) in the commands
(1)

Hence, we know whether or not there is a process that “writes late”
to R in round z before considering the processes of P0 .
The specifications of rounds and commands and their interpretation guarantees that every list (s1 , . . . , sn ) of command sequences
uniquely determines an execution C(s1 , . . . , sn ). Note that this does
not imply that all processes terminate in this execution.

3.3

1. σi = ⊥ if and only if σ0i = ⊥.
2. If σi and σ0i are read-operations, then both operations return
the same response.
3. σi is a critical operation if and only if σ0i is a critical operation.
The first property ensures that both processes perform an equal
number of steps in E and E 0 . The second and third properties ensure
that p is in the same state after performing i steps in E and in E 0 . If p
is in the same state after i steps in E and E 0 , then, clearly, the type of
operation in the (i + 1)’th step (i.e., read or a write) and the register
on which it operates are the same in E and E 0 . Hence, σi+1 = σ0i+1 .
For the rest of this section we fix a permutation π. Every process pi executes algorithm Ai , and the sequence (A1 , . . . , An ) of algorithms is order encoding and satisfies weak obstruction-freedom. We
encode processes’ steps in the order prescribed by π. That is, first we
construct the command sequence sπ(1) for pπ(1) , then the command
sequence sπ(2) for pπ(2) , and so on. The sequences sπ(1) , . . . , sπ(k)
determine an execution C(s1 . . . sn ), where sπ ( j) is the empty command sequence for j > k. Thus, the processes pπ(k+1) , . . . , pπ(n) do
not take any steps in C(s1 . . . sn ) (recall that the first operation of
a process is always critical, and if a process’ command sequence
is empty, then it can only participate in the non-critical sub-rounds
where it can’t execute a critical operation).
In order to simplify notation, we let qi = pπ(i) and ai = sπ(i)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We also let D(a1 , . . . , ak ) denote the execution
C(s1 , . . . , sn ), where for all j > k, sπ( j) is the empty command sequence.

3.3.1

This rule would not be compatible with our commands definition, if
there were a process p0 ∈ P0 that would now write in the late-write
sub-round of round z to register R. But this cannot happen, as our
encodings will guarantee that no process p0 ∈ P0 will “write late” in
round z. This is ensured by the following invariant:
sequence of a process is immediately followed
by a Participate(early) command.

D EFINITION 4. Let E and E 0 be two executions, and let σi and
σ0i , for i ∈ N, be the i-th step a process p makes during executions E
and E 0 , respectively; If p makes fewer than i steps in E (E 0 ), then σi
(σ0i ) is defined to be ⊥. The executions E and E 0 are indistinguishable for process p, denoted E ∼ p E 0 , if the following statements hold
for every i ∈ N:

Execution Encoding

In this section we show how to find for every permutation π command sequences s1 , . . . , sn defining an execution Eπ = C(s1 , . . . , sn )
which has the same record vector as Esol (Lπ ).

Invariants

Our encoding needs to ensure that Invariant (1), defined in Section 3.2.3, holds. In addition, our encoding will maintain (as
we prove) the following invariants. Assume we have constructed
s1 , . . . , sk , then
D(a1 , . . . , ai ) ∼qi D(a1 , . . . , a j )
for every i, j, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k, and

(2)

in D(a1 , . . . , ak ), all processes q1 , . . . , qk terminate.

(3)

When k = n we have
D(a1 , . . . , ai ) ∼qi D(a1 , . . . , an ) (= C(s1 , . . . , sn )),
for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
P ROPOSITION 2. Let Eπk = D(a1 , . . . , ak ) and Lπk = (q1 , . . . , qk ).
If Invariants (2) and (3) hold then
(a) ~R[Eπk ] = ~R[Esol (Lπk )].
(b) Each process qi , 1 ≤ i < k, terminates before process qi+1
executes its order operation.
P ROOF. (a) Let (α1 , . . . , αk ) = ~R[Eπk ] and (β1 , . . . , βk ) =
~R[Esol (Lπk )]. From Invariant (2), executions Eπk and D(a1 ) are indistinguishable to process q1 . They are thus also indistinguishable

∗

to q1 from a solo-execution. Since q1 terminates in Eπk by Invariant
(3), it has to record β1 . Thus, α1 = β1 .
Now assume that (α1 , . . . , αi ) = (β1 , . . . , βi ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
We prove that αi+1 = βi+1 . First note that, by Invariant (2),
~R[D(a1 , . . . , ai+1 )] = (α1 , . . . , αi+1 ). Moreover, from definitions,
~R[Esol (Lπi+1 )] = (β1 , . . . , βi+1 ), where Lπi+1 = (q1 , . . . , qi+1 ). Thus,
by Definition 1 (b), if αi+1 6= βi+1 then (α1 , . . . , αi ) 6= (β1 , . . . , βi ),
which is a contradiction.
(b) We prove the claim by induction on i. For i = 0 the claim holds
vacuously. Assume i ≥ 1. Consider the point in execution Eπk when
qi executes its order operation. By induction hypothesis, processes
q1 , . . . , qi−1 have already terminated. By definition of the round
scheme, qi runs solo starting from this point until it terminates, if
it ever does. Since algorithms Ai satisfy weak obstruction-freedom,
qi eventually terminates when it runs solo after its order operation
in D(a1 , . . . , ai ). By Invariant (2), qi cannot distinguish Eπk from
D(a1 , . . . , ai ). It follows that qi eventually terminates when it runs
solo after its order operation also in Eπk . Finally note that qi+1 could
not have executed its order-operation before qi : assuming otherwise
implies qi+1 ≺E qi , and, by Definition 1 (a), the records of ~R[Eπk ] and
~R[Esol (Lπk )] must differ. This would contradict part (a).

tain a command sequence atk , such that process qk terminates in
∗
D(a1 , . . . , ak−1 , atk ), too. This is because there exists an integer T
such that after T rounds all processes q1 , . . . , qk−1 have terminated,
∗
and thus all commands in atk that become effective in a round later
than T must be Participate commands in order not to violate (5). By
weak obstruction-freedom, process qk must eventually terminate.
So assume we have constructed Dt = D(a1 , . . . , ak−1 , atk ) for some
t ≥ 0, such that (4) and (5) hold. If process qk terminates in Dt , then
we are done and we let ak = atk . Invariants (2) and (3) now hold.
Assume now that qk does not terminate in Dt .
Invariant (4) ensures that processes q1 , . . . , qk−1 act in Dt exactly as in
D(a1 , . . . , ak−1 ). Hence, they all terminate. Moreover, by Invariant
(5), there exists some round z − 1 of execution Dt after which the
last command of atk ceases to be effective.
Consider the following round z. Let σ denote the operation that qk
is about to perform, and let λ =“critical” if and only if σ is critical
when executed as the first operation of round z. Let R be the register
accessed by σ. In the following we determine the next command
ct+1 to be appended to qk ’s sequence of commands. I.e., at+1
is the
k
concatenation of atk and ct+1 , and Dt+1 = D(a1 , . . . , ak−1 , at+1
).
We
k
then argue that

Part (a) of Proposition 2 establishes that every process pi records
the same values in executions C(s1 , . . . , sn ) and Esol (Lπ ). Let Eπ =
C(s1 , . . . , sn ), then the record-vector of Eπ can be encoded by a string
of length O(∑ni=1 |si |). Assuming the above invariants hold (as we
prove in the following section), it follows from Proposition 2 and
Definition 1 (a) that every execution Eπ yields a distinct recordvector.

∀1 ≤ i < k : Dt ∼qi Dt+1 .

3.3.2

Realization of the Encoding

We now describe how we construct the executions Eπ and encode
them so as to maintain Invariants (1)-(3) for k = 1, . . . , n. For k = 1,
we consider a solo run of process q1 , and we let t be the total number
of critical operations it executes. We then let a1 be the concatenation
of t Participate(late) commands. Thus, D(a1 ) is a complete solorun of process q1 , and during each round q1 is performing exactly
one critical operation (either a read in the read sub-round, or a latewrite in the late-write sub-round). Moreover, by weak obstructionfreedom and since s1 contains no Wait commands, Invariants (1), (2)
and (3) hold for k = 1.
Now assume that a1 , . . . , ak−1 , for k ≥ 2, have been determined, so
that Invariants (1), (2), and (3) hold. We construct the commands sequence ak = (c1 , . . . , c` ) of process qk . In order to satisfy (1), whenever we add a command Wait(next late-write), we add a command
Participate(early) immediately after it. In this case, we abuse notation and let ci denote a sequence consisting of both these commands.
Assume that we have constructed atk := (c1 , . . . , ct ). We have to
ensure the following two invariants.
D(a1 , . . . , ai ) ∼qi D(a1 , . . . , . . . , ak−1 , atk )
for every i, 1 ≤ i < k, and
in D(a1 , . . . , . . . , ak−1 , atk ), all commands in atk
first become effective and then cease to be effective.

(4)

(5)

Note that this implies that Invariant (2) is true if we let ak = atk ,
but Invariant (3) is not necessarily true since qk might not terminate during that execution. Certainly this is the case for t = 0 (i.e.,
if atk is the empty sequence of commands) because in that case
D(a1 , . . . , ak−1 , a0k ) is the same execution as D(a1 , . . . , ak−1 ) but ak
takes no steps in this execution.
However, if we can continuously extent the command sequence
atk such that (4) and (5) remain true, then we will eventually ob-

(6)

This will imply Invariant (4) by transitivity of ∼qi . If ct+1 is a Wait
command, we will also argue that Invariant (5) remains true. Potentially, there are three ways in which appending a command ct+1 to
qk ’s commands sequence may lead to a violation of Invariant (6):
1) σ is a write to R: then some other process qi , i < k, may either
read what qk writes, or it may notice a “change in locality” of R (one
of qi ’s non-critical commands on R may become critical due to qk ’s
write).
2) σ is a write or read command and process qk terminates: then
this may change the semantics of the command sequence of some
process qi , i < k. This may only happen if, during the round in
which qk terminates, qi ’s effective command is Wait(reader/writer
termination), and qi is on the verge of writing to register R. In this
case, qi ’s Wait command may cease to be effective in execution Dt+1
before it ceases to be effective in Dt .
3) ct+1 is a Participate command, and qk executes a non-critical
write in the non-critical sub-round of round z, that will make the execution distinguishable for some process qi , i < k. This cannot happen: If it does, then qk must have executed a critical write on R in
some earlier round z0 < z, and no other process has written to R since
then. It follows that qk ’s write in round z0 has already led to an execution that can be distinguished by process qi from D(a1 , . . . , ak−1 ).
This implies in turn that Invariant (4) was violated even before we
added ct+1 to qk ’s commands list.
We now prove that Proposition 2 precludes problem 2).
P ROPOSITION 3. Let D∗ be the execution obtained from the
command sequences a1 , . . . , ak−1 , at+1
by stopping qk just before it
k
is about to terminate (if it terminates). If Dt ∼qi D∗ for all 1 ≤ i < k,
then Dt ∼qi Dt+1 for all 1 ≤ i < k.
P ROOF. From the definition of D∗ , it is not possible that qk ’s termination in D∗ causes a Wait(reader/writer termination) command
by process qi , i < k, to become effective. If qk is not stopped in
D∗ , then D∗ = Dt+1 . Assume, then, that qk is stopped in D∗ just
before it terminates. It is enough to show that qk terminates in D∗
only after q1 , . . . , qk−1 terminate. By Invariant (3), all processes qi ,
i < k, terminate in Dt and, since Dt ∼i D∗ , they terminate also in
D∗ . We are therefore under the conditions of Proposition 2. Applying Proposition 2, we get that processes q1 , . . . , qk−1 terminate in D∗
before process qk executes its order operation.

We now describe how ct+1 is determined. The following cases
exist.
Case A: λ =“critical”. Then σ will be a critical operation when it
is executed. We handle read and write critical operations differently
as follows.
Case A.1: σ is a read operation. Then ct+1 is set to be Participate(late). Thus, in Dt+1 , σ is added to the read sub-round of round
z and qk ’s following non-critical operations are added to round z’s
non-critical sub-round. Clearly, σ cannot be observed by other processes. Also, from Definition 3, σ cannot change the criticality of
other operations. Hence, Invariant (6) holds and therefore also Invariant (4). Since ct+1 is not a Wait command, and since qk does not
terminate in Dt , Invariant (5) holds vacuously.
Case A.2: σ is a write operation. We consider several subcases,
depending on execution Dt . In what follows, we let qW
late denote the
first process that writes to R in the late-write sub-round of a round
W
t
zW
late ≥ z in D . If no such process exists, we denote zlate = ∞ and
W
say that qlate is undefined.
Case A.2.1: zW
late = z. Then we set ct+1 to Participate(early). Consider execution Dt+1 . In round z, process qk writes to register R in
the early-write sub-round. In the same round, qk ’s write will be overwritten by process qW
late that writes to R in the late-write sub-round.
Since no reads occur in the early- or late-write sub-rounds, no process ever reads the value written by qk to R. Moreover, all writes that
occur in the early- and late-write sub-rounds are critical. Thus, after
W
the late-write of process qW
late to register R, R is local to qlate regardless of the write by qk . Thus Invariant (6) holds, and therefore also
Invariant (4). Finally, since ct+1 is not a Wait command, Invariant
(5) holds vacuously.
Case A.2.2: z < zW
late < ∞. Then ct+1 is a sequence of two commands: a Wait(next late-write) command followed by a Participate(early) command. Thus, process qk waits in Dt+1 until some
process writes to register R in the late-write sub-round of some
round z0 ≥ z. The Participate(early) command becomes effective in
t
round z0 . Process qW
late writes in execution D to register R in round
W
zlate > z. Clearly, as long as qk ’s Wait(next late-write) command
remains effective, the execution is indistinguishable from Dt to all
W
t+1 . It
processes, so process qW
late writes to R in round zlate also in D
W
0
0
follows that z = zlate . Thus, after sub-round z − 1, qk ’s Wait(next
late-write) command ceases to be effective and its Participate(early)
becomes effective. Clearly, Invariant (5) holds in this case. Moreover, after round z0 − 1 we are under the conditions of Case A.2.1.
and so Invariant (4) also holds.
Case A.2.3: zW
late = ∞.
A.2.3 (a): If none of the processes in {q1 , . . . , qk−1 } access register R in a round z0 ≥ z, then we let ct+1 be Participate(late). Invariants
(4) and (5) clearly hold in this case.
A.2.3 (b): Assume that process q j , 1 ≤ j < k, accesses register R
during round z0 ≥ z. In this case, we must not allow process qk to
write register R since we cannot “hide” this write. Therefore, qk has
to wait until the next process that will read R terminated. We set ct+1
to be Wait(reader/waiter termination). Since this is a Wait command,
Invariant (4) holds. Additionally, it is clear that the Wait command
ceases to be effective after the sub-round in which q j terminates, or
even before that. Hence Invariant (5) holds.
Case B: λ =“non-critical”. From our construction, the next command does not become effective in round z. Instead, process qk will
simply participate in the following non-critical sub-round. Therefore no command is encoded for this round. Instead, we consider
the first round z0 > z at which qk ’s next command will become effective. Such a round must exist, since by (3) all processes q1 , . . . , qk−1

terminate in Dt , and once they have all terminated, qk cannot loop
locally.

3.3.3

Length of the Encoding

We now bound the the number of commands in the command sequences obtained above in terms of the number of critical operations
that occur in Eπ := D(a1 , . . . , an ).
L EMMA 4. The
¢ total number of critical operations in execution
D = D(a1 , . . . , an is Ω(∑ni=1 |ai |), where |ai | is the length of command sequence ai .
We need the following simple observations.
O BSERVATION 5. In the sequence ak of commands,

a

Wait(reader/writer termination) command is always followed
directly either by another Wait(reader/writer termination) command, or by a Participate(late) command.

P ROOF. By construction (Case A.2.3 (b)) after a round in which
a Wait(reader/writer termination) command c becomes effective for
process qk , none of the processes in {q1 , . . . , qk−1 } performs a latewrite on register R. (I.e., zW
late = ∞.) This situation cannot change
until the Wait command c ceases to be effective (and not even after that). Hence, the command that follows c must be either another
Wait(reader/writer termination) command or a Participate(late) command. Clearly, c is followed by another command, because qk terminates in D(a1 , . . . , ak ) (Invariant (3)).
O BSERVATION 6. If k processes access the same register R during an execution, then the total number of critical operations incurred on register R is at least k − 1.
P ROOF. It follows right away from Definition 3, that after the
first process has accessed register R, the first operation of each other
process on register R is a critical operation.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 4.
First of all note that every command in the command sequences
takes effect in some round. (This is implicit in the construction, but
even if it weren’t, we could simply remove every command that does
not take effect without changing the execution.) By definition of
the round-scheme, process qi executes at least one critical operation
for each Participate command in ai . Moreover, by Invariant (1), the
number of Wait(next late-write) commands in ai is bounded by the
number of Participate(early) commands in ai . Hence, it suffices to
show that the total number of Wait(reader/writer termination) commands in a1 , . . . , an is bounded up to a constant factor by the number
of critical operations.
We can associate each Wait(reader/writer termination) command
with a unique pair (b, z), where b is the process in whose command
sequence this command appears, and z is the round at which the
command takes effect in execution D.
Let W be the set of all pairs (b, z) associated with a
Wait(reader/writer termination) command. Further, let R be the set
of all registers, and recall that P = {p1 , . . . , pn } is the set of processes, and that qi = pπ(i) .
C LAIM 7. There exist two mappings f : W → P and g : W →

R , such that for all (b, z) ∈ W it holds
(a) f (b, z) 6= b, and

(b) in execution D, process b writes register g(b) and process f (b)
accesses register g(b), and
(c) for all R ∈ R , function f is injective on g−1 (R).

P ROOF. Consider a pair (b, z) ∈ W , where b = qk . By construction (see Case A.2.3 above), in round z of execution D process qk
is on the verge of critically writing to a register R, and none of the
processes in {q1 , . . . , qk−1 } writes to register R in a late-write subround of a round z0 > z. Also by the assumption of that case, there
exists a process in {q1 , . . . , qk−1 } that accesses register R in a round
z0 > z. Among those, let q j be the process that terminates first. We
define f (b, z) := q j and g(b, z) := R. Obviously (a) and (b) are true
because q j 6= b (by construction, b waits until q j terminates), q j accesses register R and b writes to register R.
We now show that f is injective on WR = g−1 (R). For the purpose of a contradiction assume that there exist two pairs (qi , zi )
and (q j , z j ) and a process qk ∈ P , such that g(qi , zi ) = g(q j , z j ) =
R and f (qi , zi ) = f (q j , z j ) = qk . Let wi and w j be the two
Wait(reader/writer termination) commands associated with the two
pairs.
First assume that i = j, w.l.o.g. z j > zi . Hence, process qi ’s Wait
command wi ceases to be effective before the sub-round in which its
Wait command w j takes effect. But by definition of f , wi ceases to be
effective right after the round in which process qk terminates. Hence,
when w j becomes effective, process qk has already terminated, so
f (q j , z j ) cannot be that process—a contradiction.
Now assume that i 6= j, w.l.o.g. i < j. Then the assumption
f (qi ) = f (q j ) = qk implies that qk terminates in a round z0 , where
z0 > zi and z0 > z j , and the Wait commands wi and w j remain effective until then. By Observation 5 the commands wi and w j
are both followed by a (possibly empty) sequence of additional
Wait(reader/writer-termination) commands, and eventually one Participate(late) command. Hence, there exists a round z∗i ≥ z0 >
max{z j , zi } in which process qi is writing to register R in a late-write
sub-round.
Now consider the situation when we added command w j to
the command sequence of process q j . Let atj be the commands
that appear in that command sequence before w j . In execution
D(a1 , . . . , a j−1 , atj ), process qi is acting exactly in the same way as
in execution D (because of indistinguishability). When we added
the Wait(reader/writer termination) command w j to the sequence atj ,
then we must have been in Case A.2.3 (b) for z = z j . But the fact
(recall i < j) that qi is writing in execution D(a1 , . . . , a j−1 , atj ) in
round z∗i > z j to register R in a late-write sub-round, means that we
∗
are actually in a case where zW
late ≤ zi < ∞. This contradicts the
assumption of Case A.2.3 (b).
We argue that the claim implies that the number of critical operations during D is Ω(|W |). Let WR = g−1 (R) for R ∈ R . Since W is
the disjoint union of all WR , R ∈ R , it suffices to show that the total
number of critical operations on register R is Ω(|WR |). Assume that
|WR | > 0 and let Q = f (WR ). By (b), all processes in Q ∪WR access
register R during execution D. Hence, by Observation 6 the total
number of critical operations on register R is at least |Q ∪ WR | − 1.
By (a), |Q ∪ WR | ≥ 2, and by injectivity of f on WR (c), we have
|Q| = |WR |. Hence, the total number of critical operations on register R is at least
|Q ∪WR | − 1 ≥ max{2, |WR | − 1} = Ω(|WR |).
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1. Let Eπ be the execution D(a1 , . . . , an )
By Proposition 2, the
we have constructed for permutation π.
record-vector of Eπ is the same as that of Esol (Lπ ). By Definition 1, the record-vectors ~R[Esol (Lπ )] are different for all permutations π. Hence, the record-vectors ~R[Eπ ], for π ∈ Sn , are all different. Since there are n! permutations, there exists a permutation π, such that the encoding of Eπ = D(a1 , . . . , an ) = C(s1 , . . . , sn )
uses at least log(n!) = Ω(n log n) bits. Since each encoding of a

permutation consists of n sequences s1 , . . . , sn of commands, and
for each command there are only four possibilities, it follows that
|s1 | + · · · + |sn | = |a1 | + · · · + |an | = Ω(n log n). By Lemma 4, the
number of critical operations executed in Eπ is Ω(n log n).

4.

LOWER BOUND IN THE DSM MODEL

In this section we provide a high-level description of how the
proof of Theorem 1, presented in Section 3 for the CC model, can
be adapted in a simple manner to obtain an equivalent result for the
Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) model. The complete proofs are
deferred to the full paper.
Recall that the proof of Theorem 1 for the CC model uses the
concept of critical operations. While the number of CC critical operations (as given in definition 3) is, in general, smaller than the
number of RMRs, for the DSM model we define each RMR as a
critical operation.
D EFINITION 5. An operation σ of process p on register R is critical in a DSM system, if R is remote to p’s processor.
The general structure of the DSM proof is identical to that of the
CC proof. A set of executions {Eπ |π ∈ Sn } is constructed and maintains the same properties maintained by the CC executions. The key
change is in the set of commands used for execution encoding. Recall that two types of Wait commands are used for encoding CC executions: Wait(next late-write) and Wait(reader/writer termination). A
third type of Wait commands is used for DSM encodings, motivated
by the need to prevent information flow from “later” processes to
“earlier” processes. Fix a permutation π ∈ Sn and consider the steps
taken by q j , the j’th process by π. Assume that a set of earlier processes, Q ∈ {q1 , . . . , q j−1 }, each access q j ’s local registers. For Eπ
to possess the required properties, we schedule q j ’s steps so that no
process in Q reads a value written by q j . Specifically, we must prevent processes in Q from reading local writes made by q j . Unlike in
the CC proof, here we cannot enforce this by encoding q j ’s accesses
of local registers since then the encoding length may asymptotically
exceed the number of critical steps. Instead, we delay scheduling of
q j ’s steps until after all the processes in Q terminate. We use a new
Wait(early-process-termination) command to enforce this. The code
of process q j therefore begins with k such wait commands, where
k = |Q|.2
Another DSM scheduling requirement (symmetric, in a sense, to
the previous one) is that we must not allow a process to communicate
information to earlier processes via their local segments. If the next
access by q j is a write to a register R local to qi , for some i < j, and
if qi accesses R in its execution, then qi must terminate before q j is
allowed to proceed. This requirement is already met, however, by
the encoding and execution construction for the CC model, since in
such a case a Wait(reader/writer termination) command is appended
to q j ’s code on account of qi ’s access of R. (See Case A.2.3 (b) in
Section 3.3.2.)
The proofs of invariants 1-6 are similar to those for the CC model;
they are actually somewhat simpler, since the locality of registers is
fixed. The following lemma is the DSM equivalent of Lemma 4.
L EMMA 8. The total ¢number of critical operations in a DSM execution D = D(a1 , . . . , an is Ω(∑ni=1 |ai |), where |ai | is the length of
command sequence ai .
2A

single parameterized Wait(early-process-termination,k) command could have been used. We chose the non-parameterized encoding version since it simplifies our proofs.

P ROOF SKETCH . The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 4
and, likewise, uses Observations 5 and 6. The proof of Observation 5 works for the DSM model without change. Observation 6
holds trivially in the DSM model, since each register is local to a
single process and remote to all others. The rest of the proof is
identical, except that we should now also prove that the addition
of Wait(early-process-termination) commands does not not violate
the claim. This follows easily from the fact that each Wait(earlyprocess-termination) added to q j ’s code on account of an access by
qi , for some i < j, can be amortized against the first critical step by
qi that accesses q j ’s local segment.
T HEOREM 9. Let (A1 , . . . , An ) be order encoding DSM algorithms that satisfy weak obstruction-freedom. Then there is an execution E ∈ E with Ω(n log n) RMR cost.

5.

APPLICATIONS

5.1

Mutual Exclusion

The mutex object supports two operations: Enter and Exit. The
Enter operation allows a process to enter the critical section; after
completing the critical section, a process invokes an Exit operation.
Any implementation of a mutex object must meet the following requirements: (1) at most a single process can be at its critical section
in any given time (mutual exclusion), (2) if some process invokes Enter then, eventually, some process enters the critical section (deadlock freedom), and (3) a process completes the Exit procedure in a
finite number of steps (finite exit).
We show that the algorithms A0i , given in the pseudo-code below,
are order encoding. Algorithms A0i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n use one deadlock-free
mutex object ME, implemented by algorithms A1 , . . . , An , a shared
register counter initialized to 0, and local register `i .
Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of the algorithm
1
2
3
4
5

A0i .

ME.Enter;
`i ←READ(counter);WRITE(`i + 1 →counter);
order-operation ;
ME.Exit;
RECORD(h`i i);
L EMMA 10. Algorithms A01 , . . . , A0n are order-encoding.

P ROOF. Let π ∈ Sn be a permutation and Lπk = (pπ(1) , . . . , pπ(k) ).
To prove property (a) of Definition 1, note that, in all executions,
the i-th process entering the critical section records value i. Thus,
in the Lπk -solo execution Esolo [Lπk ], process pπ(i) records value i, for
1 ≤ i ≤ k. Now let 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. In an execution E, where pπ( j) ≺E
pπ(i) , process pπ( j) enters the critical section before pπ(i) does and
so records a smaller value than is recorded by pπ(i) . Hence, ~R[E] 6=
~R[Esolo (Lπk )].
To prove property (b), note that in any execution in which the processes pπ(1) , . . . , pπ(k) participate, the record vector is a permutation
of {1, . . . , k}. Thus, if the record vectors of two executions E and E 0
in which the processes pπ(1) , . . . , pπ(k) participate differ, then they
must differ in at least two components.
The definitions imply that a deadlock-free mutual-exclusion implementation satisfies weak obstruction-freedom, and hence, so do
algorithms A01 , . . . , A0n . We get:
T HEOREM 11. Any deadlock-free implementation of mutual exclusion from read, write, and conditional operations has an execution whose RMR cost is Ω(n · log n).

P ROOF. Since algorithms A01 , . . . , A0n satisfy weak obstructionfreedom, by Lemma 10 and Theorem 1, there is an execution E 0
of A01 , . . . , A0n with an RMR cost of Ω(n · log n). Let E be the execution obtained from E 0 by removing all the steps performed by
A01 , . . . , A0n that are not performed by A1 , . . . , An . In E 0 , each process
performs at most 2 RMRs more than it does in E. It follows that E
is an execution of A1 , . . . , An whose RMR cost is Ω(n · log n).

5.2

Bounded Counters

A b-bounded counter is an object that supports the operations Increment and Reset. The object stores a value in {0, . . . , b} and is
initialized to 0. The operation Increment atomically increments the
value of the object, unless it already has value b (in which case the
value is not changed), and returns its previous value. The operation Reset resets the value of the object to 0 and returns the previous
value. Using our lower bound technique, we show that the RMR
cost of calling Increment and Reset once is Ω(n · log n).
We prove that the algorithms Bi , given in pseudo-code below, are
order-encoding. Algorithms Bi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, use a single b-bounded
counter object BC, for some b ≥ 2, a shared integer counter initialized to 0, and registers `i and ri .
Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code of the algorithm Bi .
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

`i ← −1;
ri ←BC.Increment;
order-operation ;
if ri = 0 then
`i ←READ(counter);
`i ← `i + 1;
WRITE(`i → counter);
ri ← BC.Reset;
end
RECORD(h`i , ri i);
L EMMA 12. Algorithms B1 , . . . , Bn are order-encoding.

P ROOF. Let π ∈ Sn be a permutation, let Lπk = (pπ(1) , . . . , pπ(k) )
and let E be an execution in which only the processes pπ(1) , . . . , pπ(k)
participate. Clearly, in Esol (Lπk ) participating processes obtain response 0 from the Increment operation in line 3 and then obtain response 1 from the Reset operation in line 8. It follows that the value
recorded by process pπ( j) in Esol (Lπk ) is h j, 1i, for j = 1, . . . , k.
We now prove Property (a) of Definition 1. Let E be an arbitrary
execution and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. For the purpose of a contradiction
assume that pπ( j) ≺E pπ(i) , and that the record vector of E is the
same as that of Esol (Lπk ). Then the Increment operation must return
0 for both processes, pπ(i) and pπ( j) , or otherwise one of them would
record h−1, xi for x ∈ {1, . . . , b}. But then pπ(i) cannot execute its
order-operation before pπ( j) resets the counter in line 8. Hence, if
pπ(i) records ha1 , 1i and pπ( j) records ha2 , 1i, then a1 > a2 . This is
different from the record-vector produces by Esol (Lπk ), where pπ(i)
records hi, 1i and pπ( j) records h j, 1i.
To prove Property (b), assume that in execution E the record hx, yi
of process pπ(k) is different from hk, 1i. We show that there exists
another process pπ( j) , j 6= k, whose record is different from h j, 1i.
If x = −1, then process pπ(k) ’s Increment operation in line 2 occurs
after some other process pπ( j) increments the counter BC from 0 to
1, and before pπ( j) ’s Reset operation in line 8. Thus when that Reset
occurs, then the counter has a value of b, and pπ( j) ’s record is 2 in
the second component.
If x 6= k and x 6= −1, pπ(k) is the x-th process that executes line 6,
and not the k-th. Let j = x. Clearly, if process pπ( j) executes line

6, then the first component of its record is not j, and if it does not
execute line 6, then the first component of its record is -1.
Finally, assume that x = k but y 6= 1. Since x 6= −1, process pπ(k)
increments the counter from 0 to 1 in line 2, and no other process can
reset it until pπ(k) executes line 8. Since y 6= 1, this Reset operation
returns 2 (and thus y = 2), and some other process pπ( j) increments
the counter after pπ(k) executes line 2 and before pπ(k) executes line
8. But then pπ( j) ’s Increment operation returns 1, and pπ( j) ’s record
is h−1, 1i.
Since the algorithms B1 , . . . , Bn satisfy weak obstruction-freedom,
we obtain with the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 11:
T HEOREM 13. Any weak obstruction-free implementation of a
b-bounded counter, for b > 2, from read and write operations has
an execution in which each process calls Increment and Reset once,
whose RMR cost is Ω(n · log n).

5.3

Store/Collect Objects

A one-shot (single-writer) store/collect object supports the operations Store and Collect. The object has n components, initialized to
⊥; each process can either store a value in its associated component
or collect the values from all components; a collect should not miss
a value of a preceding store nor include the value of a store that has
not yet begun.
Formally, the object supports two operations: Store(v) by process
pi makes v be the value stored by pi , while Collect() returns a vector
V of values, one for each process. If a Collect operation returns V
and pi is a process, then V [i] = ⊥ only if no Store operation by pi
completes before the Collect; if V [i] = v 6= ⊥, then v is the parameter
of a Store operation op by pi that does not follow the Collect.
We use our lower bound technique, to prove that the RMR cost of
calling store and collect once is Ω(n · log n).
We show that the algorithms given in pseudo-code below, are
order-encoding. Algorithms Ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, use a single weak
obstruction-free store/collect object, CL, and registers `i and ri .
Algorithm 3: Pseudo-code of the algorithm Ci .
1
2
3

CL.Store(i); order-operation ;
ri ←CL.Collect; `i ←number of non-⊥ entries in ri ;
RECORD(h`i i);
L EMMA 14. Algorithms C1 , . . . ,Cn are order-encoding.

P ROOF. Let π ∈ Sn be a permutation, let Lπk = (pπ(1) , . . . , pπ(k) )
and let E be an execution in which only the processes pπ(1) , . . . , pπ(k)
participate. Clearly, in Esol (Lπk ), process pπ( j) , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, collects
non-⊥ values exactly from processes pπ(1) , . . . , pπ( j) . Hence, the
value recorded by process pπ( j) in Esol (Lπk ) is h ji, for j = 1, . . . , k.
We now prove Property (a) of Definition 1. Let E be an arbitrary
execution and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, such that pπ( j) ≺E pπ(i) ; assume that i
and j are the minimal indices with this property. Then process pπ(i)
reads a non-⊥ value from process pπ( j) , and since i is minimal it
follows that pπ(i) reads non-⊥ values from pπ(1) , . . . , pπ(i) .
To prove Property (b), assume that in execution E process pπ(k)
records a value different than k, i.e., pπ(k) misses the value stored
by some process pπ(i) , 1 ≤ i < k. The definition of a store / collect
object implies that the collect of pπ(k) starts before the store of pπ(i)
completes and hence before the collect of pπ(i) starts. Let pπ( j) ,
1 ≤ j < k, be the process whose collect starts last in E, then clearly,
pπ( j) records k 6= j, and Property (b) follows.
Since the algorithms C1 , . . . ,Cn satisfy weak obstruction-freedom,
we get in a manner similar to Theorem 11:

T HEOREM 15. Any weak obstruction-free implementation of a
store/collect object, from read, write and conditional operations has
an execution in which each process calls Store and Collect once
whose RMR cost is Ω(n · log n).

6.

SUMMARY

We used a novel technique for proving lower bounds on the
RMR cost for a variety of synchronization problems to derive an
Ω(n log n) lower bound for mutual exclusion, bounded counters and
store/collect. Further research is to find additional applications
for our technique or extend it to accommodate randomization and
stronger primitives.
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